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WOOLS NEEDED: THREADS:
2” x 6” Cowpatty - flower insides #12-P12
5” x 9” Saffron - flowers #12-853
51/2” x 10” Thyme - flower leaves #12-190
31/2” x 8” Black - bird #12-1
11/2” x 51/2” Black Texture - bird’s wing #12-0531
21/2” x 31/2” Scarlet - berries #12-0775
4” x 8” Rust - pumpkin #12-0506

NOTIONS NEEDED (not included in kit) FABRIC NEEDED:
Lite Steam-a-Seam2 14” x WOF Miniature Gatherings - background
#12 Valdani perle cotton in the following colors:
      P12, 1, 0531, 0775, 0196, 086, 199, 1645, 853, 190, 0506 & M28
#24 Chenille needle and a White Clover or Frixion marking pen

WOOLS NEEDED: THREADS:
1” x 13/4” Taupe - pumpkin stem #12-0196
21/2” x 8” Autumn Leaf - pumpkin leaves #12-P12
21/4” x 9” Grape - flowers #12-086
2” x 3” Sage Houndstooth - grape leaf #12-199
11/4” x 18” Chocolate - stems & oval #12-P12
4” x 12” Dark Chocolate - word #12-1645

PLEASE READ ALL DIRECTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING...

DIRECTIONS:
Trace appliqué shapes onto fusible web. Cut out just outside of drawn lines. Cut out shapes as a group to save time 
and fusible web. Iron fusible shapes to correct wools. Cut out on drawn lines. Cut a 11/4” x 18” piece of fusible and 
place onto the chocolate wool. Using a rotary cutter cut out 2 strips 3/8”  for oval, and 2 strips at 1/8”, sub cut into 13 - 
3” strips for stems. Cut 3/8” x 3” fusible web and place on edge of 2” x 3” sage houndstooth wool, cut into 2 strips 1/8” 
for grape flower stems. Using a light box, layout the oval, stems and the other wool shapes onto background fabric. 
Iron, using lots of steam and tiny little presses, always keeping the iron moving. Blanket stitch around appliqués using 
#12 perle cottons threads listed above. Use #12-P12 thread to cross-stitch over the chocolate stems and oval. With 
a marking pen, draw in veins on the pumpkin leaves and stem stitch with #12-1645. Draw in ridges on the pumpkin 
and wing, using double thread of #12-0510, stem stitch ridges and fly-stitch center of wing. Grape flower centers are 
stitched with Colonial knots using #12-M28.



Pumpkin
Cut 1

Stem
Cut 1

Leaf
Cut 1

Berries
Cut 26

Large Leaf
Cut 1

Small Leaf - Cut 1

Bird
Cut 1

Sun Flower
Cut 8

Leaves
Cut 8

Leaves
Cut 8

Flower
Cut 4

Middle
Cut 8

Wing
Cut 1










